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By Frank Gillard, Representing: the Combined

British Press,

Salerno Gulf,

September 16»1943*

The "biggest anxiety of troops on this front is that people at home

shall not get unduly alarmed over the position here, for a while week now

a most bitter struggle has been going on.

We have all been living in the heart of the battle and it has not been

pleasant. But that is what we were prepared to do and it is what any

invading forve must expect when it attacks strongly held enemy territory. In

the first few hours we seized our beachhead*, since then we have been

standing our ground. Here and there we have withdrawn a little under pressure

but in most cases we have advanced again within a matter of a few hours. The

enemy has counter attacked ceaselessly mainly with small battle groups which

have aimed at infiltrating behind our lines, causing damage and confusion.

Ha has employed agents to spread panic-rumours among the troops. His own

propaganda has done its utmost to dishearten our men. Late last night
I sat in a Signals truck and hoard the German communique for day. It was

fantastically untrue, We had been so weakened that we could never put
in another attack, it said. This was Just wishful thinking• The next

statement was that shipping had arrived to take us off. This was a

downright lie. Finally the Germans claimed that they had driven a wedge
between the British and American troops cutting all communications. This

Just made us laugh, for all day we had been passing to and fro between the

two forces quite openly and without restriction, while a signals officer

sitting beside me had actually spent the day laying a telephone line between

the two of us.

The fact is that, though the men here are hard guessed, they are in

excellent spirits and have every hope of driving the enemy back decisively.
Our strength has been built up and the moment is ripe. In the air we are

su
preme,

despite all disadvantages, and our Navl support is terrific, We are

in good heart.
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